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Droppings 

 

Run # 1052- Apr. 25th, 2019 
Hare(s):    Cum See My Box 
Location: Central Alta Mountain Bike Park 
Prelube:  JDs Pub 
On On:   Mr. Mikes 
Scribe:  Lady Cum See My Box 

 Prelube was held at JDs Pub and I could tell by at least 

a couple that showed up that they’d participated.  It 

was a balmy spring evening, fairly obvious as more 

than just the usual suspects, Broker Boner and Sir 

Mobeys, were sporting shorts.  It was great to see 

some long lost hashers, Polar Express, Goes 

Halfway and Blowin’ Ho’s.   Circle up was called by 

RA Don’t Know Dick, who gleefully rubbed her 

hands and commented on the nice weather and how 

happy she was to be able to bring out her toy chest!  I 

had pulled Mobey off to the side and briefly explained 

where the trail was supposed to be and where the hash 

holds was with promises of lots of flour.  Chips A 

Whore and Boner had also semi-volunteered to help 

hare the runners, but they also promised to lead them 

directly to the Hash Hold so I didn’t trust them (can 

you ever???).  I explained the markings, again 

promised lots of flour and we were off.   

I led the walkers Slippery When Wet, Sir Wee Little 

Bladder, Cheap N Easy, Blowin, Goes Halfway, 

DKD, and Drippy, down the hill to watch the runners 

struggle thru the bushes and out of sight.  The runners, 

Mobey, Boner, Chips, Pucker Sucker, Titties & 

Tassels, Polar, Crash Test Rummy, disappeared up 

a long hill and down a long hill and up and down 

another and another, through the trees and over bike 

ramps and drop-offs to hopefully find all of the 

checkbacks and false trails that I’d set.   

TNT, and Pucker obediently went over the bike 

obstacles; I’m not sure about Crash but he didn’t 

have any blood or scratches when we saw him later, 

unlike Mobey.  They eventually ended up near the 

SPCA to be circled back to find the Hash Hold in the 

opposite direction.  We walkers semi followed the 

runners but detoured thru the false trail back to the 

bike path.  There were several who had never seen the 

area before and couldn’t believe the engineering and 

work that went into those trails.  Speculation was 

made as to how stoned you’d have to be to be brave 

enough for those jumps and drop-offs! After circling 

back to the north we found the split in the trail where 

there was an E for Eagle and B for Budgie.  Wee 

Little kept wanting to know what was on the Eagle 

trail and I kept telling him to go find out for himself, 

but he wouldn’t bite. Not sure if that behavior is 

eligible for the Piss N Moan shirt, but… 

Blowin’ Ho’s was happy to be the FWB and lead us 

on the Budgie trail, directly to the Hash Hold.  The 

runners all arrived a couple of minutes later, and I 

learned that TNT, Pucker and Crash had taken the 

unmarked flour free Eagle route and still found their 

way to the Hash Hold with everyone else.  Munchies 

(including real Australian black licorice) and 

beverages were consumed and we headed back to the 

start where Curb Crawler was waiting with the swill.   

 

The hares were rewarded (I was very happy not to be 

punished) and then DKD  pulled out her toy box  

Crash and Mobey were punished for wipeouts -  

Crash had one at Prelube!  DKD pulled out a couple 
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of shooters so I thought we birthday people would 

get those but nope, Goes Halfway, Blowin and 

myself got the f’n PLANK    What an evil RA!!!  

She then proceeded to give the nice shooters to 

Curb and Boner for being nice guys and showing 

up with the swill or some other lame excuse!  

Cheap was punished for not even trying to 

remember hash names; Born Again hashers, Polar, 

Blowin and  GH were rewarded for showing up 

and then Blowin was made to strip to show off his 

forbidden Melissa’s shirt.  So he stripped nearly all 

the way to avoid getting soaked again as he 

demonstrated the SLEEVE.  I’m sure the RA will 

have more new toys to play with next week, maybe 

a new Mitzi???  Apparently the other one, Mitzi 3 

or 4?  had too many holes in her parts again.  On 

On was held at Mr Mikes where I was again 

rewarded for my birthday with a Blow Job that I 

had to drink in a male hashers lap.   

  OnOn, 

                          Cum See My Box  

 

Run # 1054- May 9
th

, 2019 

Hare(s):    Captain Piss Up 
Location: Behind East 40th 

Prelube:  East 40th 

On On:   East 40
th

 

 

 


